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On Attu Island

FRENCHMEN RE-TAKE OWN CAPITAL ROMANIA SURRENDERS—AMERICANS WITHIN 125
MILES OF GERMAN BORDER BATTLE OF
FRANCE IS WON

Schools To Open Monday, Sept. 4, Unless
Polio Cases Increase,
Supt. C. A. Horn Says

(From Associated Press Bulletins)
Wednesday, August 23 will be among history's most
momentous dates.
Frenchmen freed Paris, most loved city in the world
and symbol of French democracy, after Americans surrounded the area on three sides.
Romania got out of the war, effecting an armistice
with the United States, Great Britain and Russia.
Bulgaria was reported seeking peace.
Marseille, second city of France, was also freed by
fighting Frenchmen.
American flying columns of tanks were within 125
miles of the German border while the American invaders
from the south were only 240 miles from Naziland.
The Battle of France has been won and Americans
under Gen. Omar Bradley were expected soon to knock
out the robot bomb emplacements which have done great
damage to civilian England.
The great port of Le Harve was due to fall as soon as
amphibuous equipment with which to cross the Seine could
be brought up.
Gen. Charles De Gaulle, president of the French Committee of National Liberation, was reported rushing to
Paris to establish his provialonal government there.
France, French colonies around the world and the
peoples of the United Nations everywhere joined in the
first victory celebration of W. W. 11, marking the liberation at Washington and in New York early Wednesday
morning and throughout the United States during the day.
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Farmers of the middle-west are not taking part in the big land buying boom in that
section but are leaving it to the city folk.
Business men, professional men and some
war workers are purchasing farm land, and
the farmers, remembering what happened
to them after the other World War, and unable to do the farm chores with their sons
and helpers in the armed forces, are taking
advantages of the higher prices and selling
land.
Prices in that section are 15 to 20 percent
above 1940 and, the farmers believe, will go
higher, after the war clouds have cleared.
Eagerness of city folk and hesitancy of
farmers to engage in buying land cannot be
attributed solely to possession of or lack of
cash. Both groups are now more properous
than for years past, authorities declare. The
difference must be opposite feelings about
the future.
The farmer remembers how long it took
him to recover from the drouths of the 1930s.
He is cautions also because, as one is quoted
as saying "I am not as young as I was 25
years ago and I am going to be mighty careful what I put my money into this time. No

more foreclosures for me."
This is the attitude that will save many
of our farmers here in Caldwell county, as a
result of their own caution, the repeated
warnings of Extension Service workers, the
home newspapers and their county agent.
As for the city buyers of agricultural land
they feel that inflation is here...and they
want an inflation hedge. Their mood is one of
optimism that farm land prices have not
reached anything like their peak. Agents in
the midwest contend that farm land is selling there now 50 percent under the 1919
peak and about 15 percent under the "basic
normal values". They claim that at the start
of the present war, land prices were near
their low point, whereas at the beginning of
WW 1, land prices had been going up for 10
years.
In this section, both urban and rural
citizens will do well to remember the disasters of the immediate post-war period following the other war and expand their agricultural land holdings with caution and the
best possible guidance from their county
agent and their local bankers.

brilliant collars you see when light strikes a
fine diamond; and they are busy, these days
when visitors to their show place are but a
sizable trickle of the pre-war thousands,
seeking out from miners, other collectors
and interested individuals, all the fine fluorspar specimens they can find.
Just back from a stay in Mexico, where
they indulged another of the late hobbies in
collecting fine jade, Colonel and Mrs. King,
the later a writer of note as well as a famed
archeologist, were a tonic to this worn-atthe-seams worker. Their vast enthusiam,
their bright vision of what the future holds
for western Kentucky, their complete satisfaction in the knowledge that their work is
good...and greatly worth while, were like a
handful of stars dropped suddenly into a
gloomy room.

Youth's Outlook For Jobs
Our schools will open soon. Now parents
and others who are public spirited and mindful of conditions, present and to come, have
an important opportunity to contribute to
postwar welfare of the community and its
young folk.
Today's youth have not lived long enough
to remember what it was like when there was
real competition in the job market. They do
not realize that then skill, knowledge, training . . . and industry proved the value of
workers. Hence, they are wholly unmindful
of what they will be up against in the not
distant future.
There was a lot of complaining before the
war about how "soft" our moderns were; still
they have proven they had what was required to win this war.
It follows they likewise possess the qualifications necessary to win success in the
postwar future, altho many portents indicate the way will be nothing like so easy as
it was during the 10 years before Pearl Harbor and has been during the emergency
period.
In our American scheme, the less Valuable
workers who have held down jobs at high
Wages in war plants will be the first to lose
their places when war economy turns to
civilian economy. This process has even now
begun; and in the next few months, many

thousands of young men and women, and
some not so young, will be returning to small
towns like this, most of them without much
to show for their era of big wages.
The transition from war to peace will be
in many ways a trying experience for all of
us. Certain it is that employers on the home
front, worn out with the numerous strains
and stresses forced upon them by loss of
trained personnel during the war, will want
to pick the best workers available.
The wartime attitude of getting on somebody's payroll and doing as little wark as
possible must give way now to honest labor,
real industry at one's job, interest in the
work at hand and to giving a full measure
of performance for the wage paid.
Training and individual attitude toward
work are probably the two factors employers
will look for first when hiring help. The
schools offer training; and we should endeavor, in all instances where boys and girls
have dropped out of classes to take up vital
war work, to encourage them to return to
school. It is impossible to believe, in the
rapidly changing world of today and tomorrow, that run-of-mine workers, inefficent
for lack of training or because of a warped
viewpoint on work, can hold down, for long,
anything but the meanest of jobs.

A Colossus Of Deceit
I have always been a devoted admirer of
Mr. Paul Porter, director of publicity for the
Democratic National Committee. Consequently it pains me deeply to discover that he
is practically a colossus of deceit.
Mr. Porter shattered my boyish illusions
about his noble character in this manner:
His invaluable assistant, Mr. Ed. Brown,
popped out of his office the other day inquiring loudly if anyone had a cigarete. A
little elderly man, who was waiting there,
proffered a peek,- and urged Mr. Bilown to
take them all.
Mr. Brown thanked him and said all he
wanted wile one. Whereupon the tittle man
ripped*'opep, anp.Invelope hnd announced he.'.
had just written
Democratic campaign
song.
Mr. Brown jumped as if he had been stung,
because his life has been burdened for
months by parties who do not think Roosevelt can win without syncopated plisgging.
He had to think quickly, and he did; he
" told- the Tittle -min he was only a hlieling
and that he would have to contadt the big
boss, Paul Porter.
Parenthetically I would like to remark
that I would watch Mr. Brown closely if he
were my assistant, but this is not the point

at issue.
The point is that Mr. Porter was alone in
his office that evening when a call came
through. He accepted the call because the
party on the other end said he had been referred to Mr. Porter personally by Mr.
Brown.
"Well," said the voice, "I am the man
that was in to see Mr. Brown today about
my campaign song."
Mr. Porter almost cried aloud in anguish.
Then he rose to the very, pinnacle of deceit.
In a soft drawl, ,Ite asked:
"Who did you-all say you wished to talk
to, sub?"
"Mt Porter," said the Caller.
"Oh," said Mr. Porter, "you-all wants to
speak wif 1VIista Porter. This am the cleaning porter. You just done got the wrong
porter. Good night, suh!"
—(Brr George Dixon in Washington TimesHerald).
The world% largest and coldest thermos
bottle, maintaining a temperature of 297
degrees below zero, is used in an American
shipyard to provide acetylene oxygen for
burners, welders and rod operators.
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Mediterranean Sea

Open arrows show Allied threats to Berlin from four points in Europe following Allied landFrance,
ings in the Marseille-Nice coastal area of southern France (A). Blacked in areas in northern
Italy and on the eastern front represents territory taken by Allies in the current summer offensives.
Shaded territory is German-dominated. (AP Wirephoto).

The Kings Crowd Romance
Into Their Valuable Work
Carlyle said: The age of Romance has not
ceased.
Two of my favorite romantics, Col. and
Mrs. Fain White King, dropped into our office a few days ago ... and abundantly proved
Mr. Carlyle right.
The Kings are attractive, because they are
personable and enthusiatic devotees of their
hobbies. And this is valuable: Because their
goal is to build Ancient Buried City, at
Wickiffe, into the foremost attraction of its
kind in the world. They have no ambition in
this except to leave it as a State shrine, an
imperishable memorial to their devoted life
work.
Latest of the Kings' hobbies is the collection of fluorspar in its most interesting
forms. They had their automobile full of
"optical" fluorspar, refracting the same
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Present Land Boom
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Pennryile PostscriptsBY".P.
If the Fair and Horse Show are
not an outstanding success, it won't
be Bedford's fault. Not robust at the
start, Bedford lost pounds the last
two weeks, when details crowded so
fast upon him he had to work days
and nights to get the work done. He
is Pennyriler's candidate for chairman of the Hospital fund-raising
carneign . . . and we'll undertake to provide him a big trophy and
a blue ribbon tool
Merle Drain, who had considerable
experience with county fairs in Illinois before he came to Princeton,
says the women's exhibits . . of
canned goods, needlework, quilts, etc.,
should have been displayed in store
windows a week or more before the
Fair, judged there and prizes put
in the windows with winning entries. He says this creates much interest and brings out plenty of competition.
Have you heard the story about
the lady who obtained three blood
transfusions from a Scot?
After the first transfusion she
paid him $50, after the second only
$25, while after the third she had
so much Scotch blood in her she
merely thanked him.

Yok

It has got so, this hot weather,
the Coffee Drinkers Club can claim
but one constant addict, all the others going to icecream or cold drinks.
Henry is the lone wolf. . . but with
Fall's advent (and this can't be too
soon) he will have plenty of company again.
Dick Ratliff says the variety of
complaints about damage by rodents, crows, etc, to crops offered by
would-be buyers of shotgun shells
would give our worst pessimist a
hearty laugh. The the farmers'
plaints flow steadily and in large
volume, Dick says, the shells are
not available.
WPB blames the shortage of children's shoes, sizes 0 to 8, on the increased birth rate. More kids than
calves?
Dennie Cash, chairman of the
Lyon County AAA corn mitte e,
learned why the drouth was so bad
and lasted so long down there, he
claims. Dennie says he made a trip,
in connection with the AAA work,
and observed farm women, in many
fields, doing the work of absent
men.

he immediately explained the matter to his wife, urged her to grab a
hoe and get busy. She did so; and
the very same night, the farm got
its best rain in many weeks.
/111
George 'Pettit saw the meteor
about 8 o'clock the morning of August 18, that attracted much interest in four states. Many feared it
was one of the German V-2 robot
bombs. Newspapers were plagued
in Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois and
Ohio by frightened persons calling
in, reporting the "fiery bomb" and
its "landing places." Scientists said
the meteor was a part of a manifestation of shooting stars which
occurred last wek, mostly about
1 A. M. in this latitude.
11111
Kendall Bryant and Gordon Lisanby are helping Mark Cunningham, or is it vice versa? with the
Rotary Club's sponsorship of the
best singing voice 'contest. Thus
far, Mark said, he has received no
applications for entry blanks.
Our soldiers will get a laugh
over one remark made from the
platform of the convention that
the Republican Party had to be
victorious this fall in order to save
our soldiers and bring them home!
And the Republican party does not
think enough of the soldiers to
let them vote!—Danville Gazette.
The army wants 2,000 mules, for
heavy duty in Burma, Italy and Sicily . . . and Kentucky is helping to
provide them, according to a Quartermaster Corps news release. Mules
come high these days when farm
machinery is so painfully scarce for
the big wartime job our farmers
are called upon to do.
1111
Clifton Cartwright told his neighbor, Friend Carney, north of town,
he Was thoroughly in sympathy with
what Gus Kortrecht said about the
Lord's weather work. Mr. Cartwright said back in May, before the
drouth started, he was stripping a
house and rain ran him in every
time he got his tools out. He said
he knew the Lord was in charge but
thought He must have turned the
weather work over to the boys.
One big advantage in growing
older is that you can stand for more
and fall for less, says an exchange.

Returning home, Mr. Cash says,

And the reason why roosters crow
before anyone is up is they wouldn't
dare open their mouths after the
hens awaken, says Rays of Sunshine.

THINK ON THIS

• John N. Fox

THINK ON THIS __John N. Fox
standing the above, be very careful
• Only these motives which root in
to weigh his tram attitude and deuruielfishiiess are of worth. Life, unsires. Do they coincide with the kind
derstanding it basically, is a two-. of action' Jesus would take in like
fold relationship—with God through
circumstances? In other words, do
Jesus Christ, and with our fellowthey contain the essentials required
men. And a careful study of the
by the spirit of Jesus' life? We have
teachings of the Great Galilean reno specific rules for every problem
sult in certain convictions for those
we meet in life, but the bigness and
who are aware of His importance.
the sufficiency of the Christian way"
Although there are many convictions 'of life lies in its ability to lead a
a man believing in Christ has, there
man who has faith through all expeare. two primer, to ail others: He .. riences.Ita very sPirit..gives..the an
will love Cod's Son., and all, melt
swer.to any problem-Its comprehenwith heart and soul, and strength
siveness, its vast store of truth is
and mind.
equal to any difficulty.
•
•
Therefore, those motives that root
We are prone to judge the motives
in anything which disregards these
of others, whether they are .selfish
two primary issues, are selfish and
or sacrificial, Certainly any one of
consequently destructive to man's
us must be careful in judging the.
motives of others, but we can be
development and God's glory. Careful and honest readers of the New
sure of our own. The one assurance
Testament will note that Jesus did
we have that our own motives are
all things for the glory of God, and
above reproach, is that they be
His actions were for the welfare
formed In the light of Christ's Godly
of men. His life was the complete,
truth. Only He has the truth; only
wholesome, perfect contribution beHe is worthy to mold out deepest
cause He lived within the realm of
character. Everything else ought to
those two basic laws.
be subordinated to being a Chrisshould, lathe light of undertian.

,

One of the best descriptions
we've heard of Governor Dewey, attributed to an outstanding woman
commentator of his own party, is
that he looks like a puppet bride(Ex)
groom on a wedding cake.—

The Washingnton guile
the scene of next
week'skeet
ference between the
link
Great Britain,. and Hutt, ee
lows:
"Dumbarton Oaks,
3101 R
On the right (north)
side 0
Street, enclosed by a
briti
topped with a molded
hriti
lag, is Dumbarton Oaks,
50
largest late Gorgian estates
rilajliv.g within the
distr1ct.
house; greatly changed tttee
original late Georgian sty',
Mansard roof and by the
other minor alterations, it mt.
grove of trees, giving it the
air of an eighteenth-century
teau.
"The exterior of the
stately
sion is adorned with canus
ornaments, classic comics
crowning pediments. The
sloping knolls have been
to form a picturesque perk
ground for the home. On
tate is an orangery in•the •
greenhouse, a brook with
waterfalls, an orchard, and
walk. A private
swimming Poi
tennis courts on the north
screened by wistaria and
endron. A water wheel sind
stone, stables and caretaker's
complete the illusion ofa
tamed estate of a century
snore ago."
A few years ago, Robert
Bliss, former Ambassador to
tina, and Mrs. Bliss gave
tate to Harvard University,
from the University that de
Department has now be
for an occasion destined to
as famous as Versailles ••Hd
Mirrors."

What It Means

Practical Post-War Planning
By Alexander R. George
Washington—The average citizen
is all for this better world business,
but his brain is reeling under a
barrage of post-war predictions
which range from a helicopter for
every household to a federated
world state.
It may help to remember that
about nine-tenths of these post-war
projects are either in the preliminary blueprint stage or the realm
of dreams.
Uncle Sam already has wrapped
up for delivery only one big postwar package—veterans' benefits including the GI law and musterout
pay for servicemen and women. Several states have taken definite action in setting aside millions of dollars for road building and other projects to meet lags in employment.
Some post-war prospects belong
in the fairly certain class. Most business experts agree that, despite possible unemployment spots caused by
the shift from war to peace production, the demand for consumer
goods will be enormous. Satisfying
the need for housed, automobiles,
washing machines, refrigerators and
a thousand and one other things
should keep business humming for a
few years.
Seasoned business men, however,
caution citizens not to expect too
many miracle products.
World air transport is getting
ready to go places, although the day
of cheap trans-Atlantic holidays is
hardly in sight. More than 100 applicants for international routes are
now on file with tbe Civil Aeronautics Board. The Board has tentatively
outlined the international routes of
tomorrow, covering 140,000 airline
miles and more than 50 countries.
Takeoff cities for these routes, as
proposed by CAB, would be Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles,
Brownsville, Texas; New Orleans,
Miami, Charleston, New York, Chicago, Minneapolis and St. Paul.

less expensive. Fleets of a
ers, the last word in cushkeet
airconditioned comfort, will
hold a sizeable portion of their
wartime traffic. Some railway'
cials suggest a reduction is
fare to one cent a mile to
with private autos, buses and
Faster schedules will be
lure for the traveler.
The demand for new hoses,
estimated, will be well over a
lion a year for ten years. The
ing committee of the
Century Fund has figured
need for houses will be gre
the $2,000 to $4,000 class
probably for rent. A big
in the low-price field will le
duce production costs,
through encouragement of
producing organizations, gr
and fact
of machinery
parts.
Homes in higher price raw
boast of dream kitchens,
tial bathrooms" and numerous
Air transport service in this
try will be extended to many
er cities not now on routes,
tions on file with the CAB
add more than 350,000
scheduled airways to the
41,000. Many propose the use
licopters.
The railroads, bolstered by
war revenues, are planning to
train travel more attractive
of-the-finger conveniences hal
specific answer to w:Iat yau
get for $6,000, $8,000 or $10.08
known now. Air conditioning
be one of the big developments
duction in its cost will be a
problem.
Many men will remain in
post-war armed forces Polls se
public and of members 0i C'
indicate a large majority
maintenance of a powerful air
and navy, together with a
of universal military tiling
the youth of the country.

New Devices To Make
Housekeeping Easier
By Joseph M. Guilfoyle. in the
Wall Street Journal
Electrical enginers are turning
their talents toward lightening the
housewife's burden in the post-war
years.
On factory drawing boards and in
designers' model shops, new gadgets
are taking shape to make housekeeping easier and simpler. For the
householder, these devices will mean
less drudgery and more hours of
leisure. For industry, they promise
new "selling points" and increased
appliance sales.
Here are some of the things the
engineers have on their post-war
market list:
An air-laundering device that
will remove dirt particles and
.. tobacco lanais*. -from -the atmosphere, 'thereby lessening the
need for cleaning, dusting and
redecorating.
Infra-red lamps, generating
heat to be beamed to any desired spot, may make it possible
to sleep without blankets in the
middle of winter.
Control gadgets to keep the
temperature from varying more
than a single degree throughout
the entire house.
An automatic clothes washer

"While most appliances rea
the market in the first couple
yearn after the war
have many new features,
'will be relatively few with
lutlonary designs or a
tions.
• For the most part, the
refrigerators, toasters, coffee
kers and waffle irons will
the same things they did
the war, only do them ,
and with less effort on the
of the housewufe.
Will -prices of these s
appliances be withinn reach
American's 1W
average
no,
Most manufacturers think
be
to
reluctant
they are
About PrkedLASICSince, t,hel
these will -finally ;e. Aefi
post-war labor and mateilit'
Keeping the home free of
soot and dirt will be a simple
result
in post-war years as a
electronic device that removes
95% of all dirt particles frol

that will not only heat water,
wash, rinse and damp-dry clothes
but will shut itself off when the
clothes aro dry,
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ABSENTEE BALLOT

Application Form
By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
Secretary of State of Kentucky,
College of Agriculture and
Frankfort, Kentucky
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says a bulletin recently
by the U. S. Department
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Trampling of soil by stock
the naturally loose,
condition and deprives
f water, otherv‘•ise slows
growth and hastens rot
th. (2) Browsing of leatwigs by cattle and
and rooting by hogs deyoung trees and seedlings
mast grow to replace the
• if the forest is to conmuch
A woods with
of small trees is a
woods. An open, park• , free from brush is an
woods. It is like a
old cattle without calves;
its way out.
ttle and horses especially
leaves of young white and
yellow popular and
maple but do less or no
on black oak, dogwood
ack gum. This acts gradchange a good stand of
e oaks and popular into
less valuable stand of
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Destruction
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lowers quality of older
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• keep them free of low
and force them to grow
their reach for sunlight
tire scattered in woods
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rather than wasted in
where it is little if any
to the timber.
tages of using woods for
are as follows:
Use of the mast by hogs
a sourse of feed where
beech trees are nurass which comes into
woods and leaves of
trees and seedlings pro• feed for cattle and
Sod under woods however
Fs thin and it has been
be much less nutritious
ass growing in more sunde is desirable during
weather and this is prothe woods.
these disadvantages
vantages, it is believed
most cases, best use of
oodland would follow
ese practices: (1) Decide
of the present wooded for pasture to take
present and expected
•s (2) Add this area to

Reading left to right are Mrs. Howard Rice, Mrs.
Vern Nuckols, Jerry Loftus, Mary Magurean,
supervisor, Mrs. John Loftus, Jr. Johnny Loftus,
Jr., is seated on floor. This group was canning
soup mix, peaches, black-eyed peas and grape
juice, at Princeton's community cannery, in the
Eastide School basement.

News From The Past

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions
of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell
county almost 40 years ago and recorded nowhere but in the yellowed
of Twice-A-Week Leader of those years will be published files
a
regular Leader feature. The articles are reproduced just asasthe
Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote
them.
Princeton, Ky. July 1, 1910.
Mrs. A. H. Noeinger and daughter, of Jackson, Miss., arrived
Wednesday for a visit to her
mother, Mrs. A. D. Moore.
• • •
Princeton, Ky. July 5, 1910.
The latter part of this week,
present open pasture by fencing
remaining woods,
taking, if
possible, that part of the woods
which is now most open. (3)
Grase and treat this area to convert it to a good pasture as soon
as possible but leave large trees
standing to prove shade. (4) If
it is desired to let hogs into the
woods to get the mast, be sure
that there is a good cover of
young trees and seedlings already
present and then only let the
hogs in for enough time to get
most of the mast but not long
enough to root up the soil.
If previous grazing has caused
a lack of young trees and seedlings, keep hogs as well as other
stock out for three or four years
to allow seedlings'to start. Hogs
may then be turned back for
brief periods in the fall to get
the mast.
Since the problem of applying
these practices will vary from
farm to farm, your county agent
and farm forester will be glad,
on request, to help you consider
your particular problem.

according to persistent rumors,
Miss Berdie Vivian and Cecil L.
Moore will be married. The
marriage of these popular young
people will be a quiet home affair and for that reason no invitations have been issued announcing the date and time.
• • •
‘i Princeton, Ky. July 5, 1910.—
Mrs. W. W. Cummins, Miss Birch
and Kelsey Cummins left this
morning for Galveston and Ft.
Worth, Tex., where they will visit the family of H. W. Worrnelsduff and other relatives. They

will also visit McCollister, Okla.,
before returning home, which
will be several weeks.
• • •
Princeton, Ky. Feb. 8, 1910—
The Chat-Work Club met with
Miss Beulah Johnson at her
home on Washington street last
Wednesday afternoon. The time
was spent in sewing and much
work was accomplished. A delightful lunch was served about
5 o'clock, consisting of a salad
course and coffee which was
heartily enjoyed. The club then
adjourned to meet with Miss
Dale Johnson, n Feb. 16th.
Those present were Misses Hazel and Dale Johnson, Katie Mae
Landrum, Louise Shelby, Agnes
Orr, Mary Powell, Marjorie
Amoss, Hettie Bob Akin, Mrs.
Page, Mrs. Duke Pettit and Miss
Maize Frederick were charming
visitors present.

Every wife and mother should own—

LIFE INSURANCE
If she died there would be big bills to parind it might
be necessary to employ someone to look after the children.
Let me show you how little it costs.

Mark Cunningham, Agt.
Phone 81

Princeton, Ky.
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(Voter must sign here, and oath must be
administered and attested.)
Subscribed and sworn to before me this

day of

, 1944.

Dr. HAN C. Watt
OPTOMETRIST
Phone 258

(Name of officer of armed forces or
Civilian administering oath.)
(Official title of officer.)
Above is a form which may be used in filing an application ,for
an absentee ballot to enable Kentuckians who will be away from
home on November 7 to vote in the election that day. It is suggested
that friends or relatives of men in the armed forces or others away
in war jobs or elsewhere clip out this form and mail it to the person
in the service or other voter who will be absent. Fill in the name
of the precinct in the form before mailing it, for it may be that the
absent voter will not remember the precinct in which he resides.
The form must be filled out by the absent voter, sworn to before a
commissioned officer of the armed forces or a notary public, and
mailed to the Secretary of State, Frankfort, Kentucky. Mail the
form now, to guarantee that the absent voter's ballot will be returned in time for the November election. Note: The voter does
NOT have to be registered in the precinct in which he resides in
order to vote by absentee ballot in the November election.

E. Main

Service Insurance
Agency
INSURANCE OF ALL
KINDS
W. C. Sparks
Glenn E. Farmer

er with slabs or with hardware sack stuffed in the outlet, which
Sam Koltinsky
cloth. Where they cross, erect is covered with a flat stone or
the ventilator stack, a wooden with tin, to keep out the snow.
affair 8 inches square, drilled
with augar holes, and 12 inches
higher than the diameter of the
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pit. Even a bundled of saplings
u•r.
will do.
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tatoes or turnips as steeply as
You will find yourself one of the best informed
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persons in your community when you read The Christian
inches of straw and 8 inches of
Science Monitor regularly. You will and fresh, new viewpoints,
earth. The open ditch ends at
•fuller, richer understanding of world affairs ... truthful, accurate. I
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Don't Forget The
ABSENTEE VOTER

No one other than the Absentee Voter may execute the application for a ballot so it is extremely
important that the form be placed in the hands of the voter at the earliest possible moment, and that he
personally sign the application.
The only form of application the Kentucky absent voter may use is the one prepared by the Secretary of State pursuant to the Kentucky law.
.. showarlog its who aed realise throughout
of your Willy Ith is plus. upoloossi rsaihrs

a.pips

H. HAROLD DAVIS, major domo of The Courier-Journal's rare and difficult
color phollography, is a scholarly young man whose borne town was Corydoo,
Indiana. Attracted to the newspaper as steel to • magnet, the association has,
trained far afield,
for nine years, proved to be a mutually happy one. Davis has
wherever new techniques in color photography were being developed. He has
traveled from coast to coast. . caught color shots on land, sea and air. At the
Graphic Arts Institute in New York, Harold became friend and protege of
country.
Carlton Dunn, pioneer and foremost authority on tri-color work in this
Dunn, author of many textbooks on the subject, is a frequent visitor in our
studios.
lens
*ark hair falling across a serious brow, Harold talks about the 40-pound
Leviathan which a null
.A89stl hibelf s'31°rs en three Pietas- "It's dohs
seat guides will be
with mirrors" .. and while it's the best available now..
Harold
will
find a color lent
then
Perhaps
war.
the
after
made in this field
capable of catching the exquisite beauty of his wife . . who is remarkably
photogenic. So far, non, has done her justice.
Like his fellow technicians, Davis worships at the tripod feet of the "one-shot
solar-camera," and becomes slave to its artistic temperament . , which is notably
allergic to vibration, temperature and humidity. Between the kliosyncracies of
the Draft Board (be"
the camera and Harold's currently changing status with
1-A again), life is never static.
N. Sarah! Owls sod kb odor photogrotpler
mei* roodsrs leo* to wise she Row Sootiness sei

If an absent voter has never registered but is otherwise qualified to vote he should make application to vote under the new law. The County Clerk may register him even though the registeration books are
closed under the election laws.
Absentee ballots received on or after election day cannot be counted.
Who is eligible to register and vote under the Absentee Voters Law?—Every voter of the Commonwealth who expects in the course of his business or duties to be absent from the county in which is
situated his voting precinct on the day of holding the election, and who is otherwise under the Election
Laws of the Commonwealth eligible to vote.

• •-'441111.TAM Complete Addzsen•hstliven)
• Name
Address

Comity
Precinct Member

1ANS Pills

Tough cuts of meat should be
cooked by moist heat. Stew
these cuts, pot roast or braise in
covered utensils with liquid added.

If some member of your family is included in the above group or you know of some neighbor who is
out of the county and will not be able to be here election day, fill out the coupon below and mail or bring
same at once to Dr. W. L. Cash, county chairman. He has the application forms and will mail one to the
person designated by you.

Is manner, you will get
HANGER back with
garments, and protect
leaning from wrinkling.

ineys Must

at least sixty days priOr to said date; that I am a duly qualified
voter of said precinct; that in the course of my business or duties
I expect to be absent from said precinct on the election to be held
in said precinct on the seventh day of November, 1944, and I will
not-vote elsewhere at said election. I request that an official ballot
be mailed to me at the following address:
(Name and address):

Many Caldwell youths are overseas and some time will be required for them to make the necessary
application, receive and return their ballots. Citizens are asked to supply us with their names and proper
addresses immediately in order that we can mail them applications. We also want the names of Caldwell
men and women in service in the camps of this country, and of those who have left the county to take war
jobs, who are eligible to vote in this county but who will be unable to return to their home precincts on
election day because of transportation problems and the necessity of them remaining on their job.

WIRE
HANGER

the

precinct of said county, and my home address has been

1.

TO BRING A

Phone 197

county and have been such for more than
six months prior to said date, am a resident of

The coming election will be one of the most important in our Nation's history, and it is imperative
that all eligible voters, wherever they may be, cast their ballots.

Please
emember

the
coffee
will
did he

(name of voter), state
that I am a resident of the state of Kentucky and have been such for
at least one year prior to the date thereof. I am a resident of

NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE CO.,
Ill W. Market St.

your garments left
for cleaning.
at
res,
with
a

Last week were discussed the
principles involved in properly
ventilating a "cool crop" storage, as applied to "outside cel
lars". But, the same may be iliaplied to house cellar storing, in
a room walled off from the rest,
in a corner, for example. where
there is a window at the ceiling
line. Two panes should be removed and in the openings, 6inch stove-pipe elbows fitted, one
inside and pointing down, and
the other outside, pointing up.
To the inside elbow should be
hung a "sleeve" of muslin to
clear the cellar floor by 6 inches. Through it will fall air to
replace that that automatically
escapes through the outside lelbow, the "outlet vent." If more
pronounced flow of air is desired (though this is usually not
necessary) a length of stovepipe is fitted to the outside elbow, as a stack. The management of this ventilating ssystem
is as described last week.
Coming down the scale in
elaborateness of construction,
but not in efficiency is "submerged barrel" storage. The
barrel may be plunged in 'the
earth vertically or an angle, in
a side-slope. For the vertical
style, a hole is dug 12 inches
deeper than the barrel, and
wide enough that there is a
6-inch space all around it. A
foot of cinders or crushed stone
is placed, the barrel set, and the
space about it filled with the
same material.
For the angled barrel, the excavation is made to allow at
least 6 inches of stone about it.
First the stone is laid in the bottom, then the barrel, and the
stone poured or placed, and the
whole covered with earth, 8
inches or so. Always, ditching
should be done, to divert surface
water. The stone or cinders
serve as ventilation and as protection against cold. The barrel
top should be closed with a
sack of leaves or straw, and
covered with boards or tin.
Another reason that "pitted"
vegetables spoil is that not
enough means are provided to
guard against excessive moisture and "sweating," but making
a ventilation system is easy.
On the pit side dig 6-inch
ditches to cross at right angles
at the center of the pit, and coy-

Names of farmers and dealers
in other states having hay to sell
in carload lots have been placed
in the hands of county agents,
the Kentucky College of Agriculture announces. Farmers in
more than half of the counties
in Kentucky want to buy hay,
according to a survey which the
college made.
The list contains 20 names of
farmers or hay dealers in Nebraska, 15 in Indiana, three
each in Michigan and Ohio, and
one each in Iowa and Illinois.
County agents will be given additional nomes and addresses as
fast as they are obtained the
college announced.

be
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County Democratic
Committee
Dr. W.L. Cash
Chairman

Thursday, August 24,

At The Churches

Caldwell Soldier Is
Serving In France

CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
A. D. Smith, Pastor.
Sunday School, 9:45 A. M.
The union evening service will
be held at 7:30 o'clock with Rev.
Chas. P. Brooks delivering the
message.
js
The public is invited.

Deaths-funerals

Dr. Edward Davenport
Is Buried At Marion

Fredonia News

Pvt. James G. Cavanah

Funeral services for Dr. Edward Davenport,4clinical director
for Western State Hospital at
Hopkinsville, who died suddenly
of a heart attack Tuesday morning, were held from the First
Baptist Church, Marion, Wednesday afternoon. Mr. Davenport was for years superintendent
of Eastern State Hospital tit
Lakeland.. He was well known
in Princeton.

Springs.
(By Gladys Ruth Moore )
Mrs. Bill King is ill at her
Miss Ada Leeper is visiting
Rev. and Mrs. L. Layman, of home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Blackburn
Smith Grove.
Mrs. C. W. Moore is ill at her were Sunday afternoon visitors
of Mr. and Mrs. George Scott
home here.
Mrs. A. J. Eldridge, who has. and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Conbeen a patient at the Princeton ger.
Mrs. D. 0. Boaz is visiting
hospital, has returnned to her
her daughter, Miss Mary Ellen
reported
home.
She
is
to
be
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
Boaz of Evansville this week.
improving.
CHURCH
Miss
Katherine
Green
is
visPastor—Jobn N. Fox
iting Miss Evelyn Cox of Ma- Kenneth Sheridan Is
(Continued from Page One)
Sunday School—Sunday School
Promoted To Be Sergeant
rion.
ble to tourists wishing to view
Supt.—Leonard Groom
The promotion of Kenneth W.
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Faught
more
Assistant Sunday School Supt.
Princeton, the Tennessee valley in a
Seridan, 27, of
and
children,
Norman,
Frank,
leisurely manner. Scheduled pas—Mrs. Charles Curry
has
sergeant,
corporal
to
from
and James Edward, spent last
senger boat service between PaSunday —August 27, 1944
week
camping
at
Kuttawa been announced at an Eighth ducah and Chattanooga has al9:45— A. M.—Church School
Air Force bomber base in Enready been proposed, and there
(Adults onnly)
gland.
similar ser10:45 A. M.—Morning FelSgt. Sheridan is the son of Mr. are indications that
provided between
lowship Message: "The Versa- Pvt. James 0. Kelly, son of
and Mrs. Milton Sheridan, 715 vices may be
Cincinnati and
tility of Christ"
Madisonville Street, Princeton. such points as
Mrs. Annie Kelly, Dawson Road,
head of navithe
and
Louisville
7:30 P. M.—Evening Union
His wife, Mrs. Mable Sheridan,
Service—In
the
Cumberland is somewhere in France. Pvt.
is also from Princeton. Before gation at Knoxville.
Lyon And Caldwell
Presbyterian Church, Rev. C. P. Kelly has been in the Army 2
Mr. Clapp explained that a
entering the AAF in October,
being
Brooks will preach.
years, overseas 2 months.
Retailers To Discuss
1942, he was a worker for the different arrangement is
the
to
regard
in
considered
Wednesday,—August 30, 1944
Princeton
Hosiery
Mill.
He is a
OPA Regulations
March 21.
7:30 P. M.—Prayer Fellowship
graduate, 1935, of Butler High lake's right bank in Lyon and
paris
by
A
meeting
of
shoe
dealers
of
survived
He is
8:30 P. M.—Choir rehearses.
Trigg counties. Here public acSchool.
ents, a brother, Robert, Prince- Caldwell and Lyon counties with
cess to and use of a large porMrs.
OPA representatives will be held
ton; and three sisters,
AT THE CHURCHES
tion of the shoreline will be subHopkinsville;
in Princeton at the War Price New Meat Price Lists
Hardin,
(Continued from Page One)
James
CHURCH OF CHRIST
ject to the administrative conEvansville; and Rationing Board Office in
Gospel meeting still continues ing his wife, the former Marga- Mrs. Floyd Hopper,
Now Posted In Stores
trols of the U. S. Fish and WildDawthe
courthouse
at
10
Scott,
o'clock
Herbert
and Mrs.
with services at 8 P. M., with ret June Childress.
New ceiling price lists for life Service, under a proposal to
Wednesday
morning,
August
30,
• • •
son Road.
Harold
Watson, of Murray,
meats are now displayed in re- convey to the service all lands
Pallbearers were members of OPA announced today.
preaching. Song service in charge Goes To Camp Hood
tail
stores. They show prices acquired by TVA in fee simple
Fred H. Eades, shoe rationing
Legion, John EiTurkey
cr. John Moody, Paris, Tenn.
which became effective August "from
approximately
Pvt. Luther H. Webster, son the American
Tudor, officer, and C. W. Gowin, price
Sunday services at 11 A. M. of Mr. and Mrs. Luther E. son, Pyron Piercy, Elmer
1, the District OPA office ad- creek on the south to approxiChildress
specialist,
of
the
District
OPA
Ernest
Lem Morse,
and 8 P. M. A cordial invitation
vises.
mately the Moss Ferry road on
Webster, Princeton, Route 2,
and S. A. Beckner, Mrs. Frank Office, Louisville, will conduct
to attend is extended to the pubhas been transferred from Ft. Giannini was in charge of the the meeting, at which shoe ralic.
tioning and price regulations
Benjamin Harrison, Ind., to music.
Camp Hood, Tex., for basic trainBurial was in: the White will be explained.
OGDEN MEMORIAL METHODealers will be given an oping.
School Cemetery, Caldwell
DIST CHURCH
portunity to ask questions and
county.
E. S. Denton—Pastor
various problems in shoe raBill GranstasffSTAnsferred
Sunday School 9:45 A. M.
tioning and pricing will be disPvt. William B. Granstaff has
Sunday
School
Supt.—Harry
Barnes
George
cussed.
been transferred from Garden
Long.
"The Coole,st Spot In Town"
Funeral services for George
Morning Worship Service-11 City, Kans., to Sioux Falls, S. D. Barnes, 64, who died at his Wallace Chosen Director
• • •
A. M.—Sermon by the Pastor.
home north of Princeton last Of Game And Fish Division
Youth Fellowship 6:30 P. M. On Furlough Here
Earl Wallace, who has been
were held at the
Thursday
Robert Earl Martin, U. S.
Dorothy Jones, Leader.
graveside at Lance Nichols supervisor of wildlife for KenArmy,
is
on
furlough,
visiting
Union Services 7:30 P. M.—
Cemetery, Caldwell county, Fri- tucky in the State Department
Cumberland Presbyterian Church relatives here. He is stationed day afternoon, at 2:30 o'clock, of Conservation, was named diat
Ft. Benning, Ga.
rector of Kentucky Game and
Wednesday Night, Pram serthe Rev. Marshall officiating.
by the new State
vice at 7:30.
daily at 10:30 a. m. and 8:00 p.
Mr. Barnes was a son of the Fish Division
commission at Frankfort Monday.
m.
late Wallace Barnes and SherMr. Wallace recently addressed
REVIVAL AT OTTER POND
Residents
of
Otter
Pond ilda Witherspoon Barnes, Caldthe Kiwanis Club here.
BAPTIST CHURCH
community and those through- well county, and had been a
A revival at Otter Pond Baptist out the county are invited
to farmer nearly all his life.
Try a sprinkling of nutmeg
Church will begin Monday, Au- attend.
Survivors are his widow and
over your fruit salad.
gust 28, with Rev. Paul Hall,
Hughlan P. Richey, pastor, two children; two brothers,
Paducah, doing the preaching.
will lead the singing and assist Luther and Fred, and three Len Kirkwood and Mrs. Mattie
There will be two services the visiting minister.
sisters, Mrs. Betty Cook, Mrs. Creekmur.
A military funeral was held
at 2:30 o'clock Monday afternoon at the Morgan Funeral
Home for Marine Private James
Garnet Cavanah, 18, who died
from a skull fracture when he
fell to. the pavement from a
truck at San Clements, Calif.,
Aug. 12. Pvt. Cavanah died in
an ambulance, enroute to his
base at Camp Pendleton, Oceanside, Calif. A member of the
Marine Corps accompanied his
body here. Rev. Ed Russell, Nortonville, officiated at the services.
Pvt. Cavanah, a son of Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas H. Cavanah,
201 Center street, was recently
graduated from the Training
Command Machine Gun School
at Camp Pendleton. He attendwhere
ed Butler High School,
he played football, and was employed by the Princeton Implement Co., as a mechanic before.
Marine Corps,
entering the

ties fogrernweilndt1,1,fe
the north.
developtxt
"The addition of these lands
Woodlands :
tr anaa
Kentucky
ssist in the de 10,,,
to the
11
Wildlife Refuge may be expected a sound, long-r5085
opportunigram
in the mileanitduCeklayD4
to increase existing

Kentucky lake

Shoe Dealers To
Meet Here Aug. 30

Church Of Christ
Locust Street

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

WELCOME!
HORSE 51-10\N
AND
COUNTY FAIR
VISITORS!

TONIGHT AND FRIDAY

SAGA
OF COURAGE
AND LOYALTY!
ao-

Main Street

Phone 611

A modern Drug Store well stocked with fresh merchandise, displayed on open shelves so
that you may select the size and brands of your choice.

MALARIA
Chills and Fever
GROVE'S

Bakelite Razors ... 29c
5 St. Regis Double Edge Razor Blades

10c

McKesson's Milk of Magnesia, 16 oz.

39c

„co
,
• •'Plus! .1.

The pelso•paanding
amain of au eaasoal
collie who fought hair
way hose ...through
s 1k
d altos of
hissed

DELIGHTITL
PROGRAM
OF
SELECT MOM

McKESSON
'
S YODORA

TUESDAY AND WEDNUDVI

DEODORANT CREAM
Gives Paroled Prole,
Awe Ut SIMI. at Mgr
lace crI.O.

Tasteless

CHILL
TONIC

Jobs no.• two

C•I'Vema

Tex Tooth Brush _____

with

Rodet#

Rhythm,
Romance
and Revelry!

McDOWALL
DONALD CRISP
Dam. May Whitty
Edmund Gwenn
Nigel Bruce
Elsa Lanchester

McKESSON
'
S

Sonja HEN

SORETONE
The money back
guaranteed local
application for
Athlete's Foot and
otherfoot discomforts.
Satan Size Large Sire

THE CHILDREN
WILL GREATLY
ENJOY THIS
PICTURE!
Bring The Family

ASK
FOR

Plus!
DELIGHTFUL( PROGRAM
SELECT SHORT UNITS

YELLOW

TRAINED PERSONNEL
TO SERVE YOU

GROVE'S

COLD
TABLETS

WHAT
ARE

SATURDAY

,Osek

NEW OPENING TIME!
Doors Open At 1:00 P. M.
continuous Show

OAKIE
elV41

ROMERO

ROARING ACTION!ROARING

ea wit'

LANDIS

New adventure in
the old Westl

ITAMINS

Added Joy!
LITTLE LULU CARTOON
POPULAR SCIENCE
SPORTS

.?

WOODY HEW4l4

114401. MARS

MEXSANA HEAT POWDER

GIVIS YOU All
THE AMAIN tit 4

30c and 60c
WOWS- HEAVY MINERAL OIL
Large Assortment of
STATIONERY
at
Popular Prices

16 oz. 39c
WOOD'S ZINC STERATE
McKESSON'S POISON IVY and
OAK LOTION

COMING! AUGUST 31

VI-TUNS 600K LI T
4er Your iopr twiny!,

ltd40,1 EDDY

c03
1 U RN

(2,,,fotaNce DOWLIS

•
SCHOOL TABLETS
•
AIR MAIL STATIONERY

oickerbocket
*Olid3)1

•
TYPEWRITER PAPER

PROMPT ATTENTION TO MAIL ORDERS AND LOC AL DELIVERY
CARTOON

•

Plus Thaw Added Features!
SERIAL
•
NOVELTY

Women's Page
nnan-McKinney
rs. Challes Brennan,

Frank-

marstreet, announces the
5, of her daughAugust
e,
Dorothy Mae, to Robert EdMcKinney, Princeton, at
the
First Baptist Church,
R. G. M. Hatler officiating
Ed Picke presence of Mrs.
mothBrennan,
Mrs.
and
bride,
1 the
bride
r her wedding the
acwith
black
dress
tan
a
,ries. Her corsage was of
e gladiolas.
e couple is residing with
bride's mother. Both are
at the Princeton Ho-

r-Trotter
marriage of Mrs. Addie
and Mr. Flint Trotter,
place
of Princeton, took
t 4, at Blytheville, Ark.
• attendants were Mr. and
Alonzo Davis. The bride
dressed in a light blue
with white accessories,
;he bridegroom, in the conanal blue.
Trotter is an employe of
. Russell, Princeton, and
couple is residing at the
of the bride, 316 Dawson
r

ellaneous Shower

Phone 50

Princeton Leader
Princeton, Kr
•5

Dorothy Ann Davis

A mere quarter teaspoon of curand Mrs. E. DA Mitchell, Green- M. Wood, Hopkinsvillle street.
powder will do things for a
ry
ville, spent Sunday afternoon Mrs. Graham, the former Chrisvisiting dull French dressing. Or add a
been
had
tine
Wood,
with Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Harhard
her parents the last two weeks. sprinkling of chopped
• • •
Mrs. C. C. Minnicks and daugh- rive Friday for a visit with his rinngton, N. Jefferson sstreet.
egg to French dressing '
cooked
ter, Edna Earl, Franklin, spent parents, Mr. and Mrs. Rumsey
Dorothy Jones has returned Just before serving.
Mrs. Paul R. Bennett recently
Locust
family,
and
from a tour with the Methodist
trer. Sugar Stamp 40 valid for Taylor
left for Santa Fe, N. M., after Youth Caravan in Florida.
street.
T. J. Rogers and family.
• • •
-• • •
a visit with relatives here. Her
• • •
is
Bennett
husband, Eivign
sons
and
Mrs.
Hammond
Hugh
Delia Cunningham
Sara
Miss
Mr. Spirlie Beck and Mr. and
• • •
petty officer, 1-c Hugh R. Hamis visiting relatives in Central
Mrs. Loius McDonald and family,
mond, U. S. N., Washington, D. stationed at Pearl Harbor.
City this week.
Sikeston, Mo., visited relatives C., and First Lieutenant O'Hara ' Mr. and Mrs. .1. S. Williams
• • •
here last week.
W. Hammond, of the Northwest and Mrs. Henry Hale were visDr. and Mrs. C. F. Engelhardt
• • •
Pacific area and his wife, of itors in Hopkinsville Monday af- have returned from a three
Mr. Hobart McGough is on a
Des Moines, Iowa, have returned ternoon .
week's vacation in Hot Springs,
• • •
two week's vacation from his du
to Hopkinsville after a visit of
Ark.
the
at
assistant-cashier
ties as
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wylie
several days in the Humphrey
First National Bank.
Mrs. William H. Solley, the
home, "Seven Oaks", near left Friday afternoon for Great
• • •
Lakes, Ill., where they will visit forme, Nancy Catlett, has rePrinceton.
Mr, and Mrs. Melvin Fralick
• • •
their son Knox, who is in Naval turned from Springfield, Mass.,
spent last week with relatives in
MN Nellie Hendrix has re- training there. Enroute home, where she visited her husband,
Paducah and Mayfield.
turned from a two week's vaca- they will visit their other son, Lt. Solley, who was stationed
• • •
tion in New York City, N. Y., Marvin, and family in New Al- there. Enroute home, she visitMcChesMrs.
Bedford
Mr. and
bany, Ind. They will be gone ed friends in New York City.
and Jersey City, N. J.
ney and Miss Mary Wilson Ba• • •
two weeks.
ker °visited Mrs. George A. Hunt
• • •
Miss Lurline Humphries has
__Mrs. Phil O'Hara, Los Angeles,
at Mayfield Hospital Sunday .
Mrs. C. S. Collier spent last returned to her home, PrinceCalif., and Captain and Mrs. Bill
• • •
spent week-end with relatives in Chi- ton Route 3, after going to ChiMrs. Frederick Stallins, Jr., Hamilton, Nashville, Tenn.,
cago last week to consult a speof last week in the Hum- c4go.
left Friday for Harrisburg, Pa., part
• • •
cialist about an injury to her
phery home, "Seven Oaks" near
her
husvisit
will
she
DELIVERS PRESENTS FOR BUDDY KILLED—Staff Sergeant where
Misses Busch. Cummins. and hand, which occurred several
stationed at Camp Princeton. • • •
Temple Bentley, Mt. Vernon, N. Y., delivers gifts to Mrs. George band, who is
Carwin Cash attended the races months ago while in St. Louis.
Gap, Pa.
Brouillette, mother of Staff Sergeant Norman Brouilette, 19, Indiantown • • •
She was accsopanied to ChiMiss Doris Jean Bright is at Dade Park last Thursday.
• • •
member of a crew of a B-24 bomber, which enemy fire wrecked
cago by a sister, Miss Calla
spending sex eral days in LouisYates
Hyland
Mrs.
and
Mr
over Italian coast. They had promised each other, one left beMiss Corinne Ewan, Manches- Humphries.
ville this week.
returned
have
children
two
and
hind would deliver gifts they had purchased to the folks at
• • •
ter, Tenn., is the guest of Miss
to their home in Chicago after a
home. (AP Wirephoto).
Martha Sevison, Eddyville Road.
C.
LarMrs.
Arthur
and
Mr.
visit with his parents, Mr. and
Miss Ewell was a classmate of
Kenson,
their
son,
Chicago,
Mrs. A. P. Yates, Madisonville
daughter, Beverly, Miss Sevison at Vanderbilt.
neth and
street.
• • •
• • •
were guests of Mrs. Larson's
You who suffer such pain with Wed.
W. A. Nickell, Green street, is
nervous, "dragged out" 1
Mrs. Ray Granstaff was the
Neb. father, J. B. Bohanon here this
cnC:
Lincoln,
Ray
Frantz,
Mrs.
all due to functional periZili
under treament for paralysis
A.
L.
Mrs.
of Mr. and
guest
turbances—start at once—try Lydia
to
Chicago
returned
Thy
week.
LaMrs.
mother,
her
is visiting
Vegetable Compound
K.
Pinths.ra's
which affects his right side.
Kelly in Paducah Sunday.
to relieve such symptoms. Made
ban Kevil, who is ill at Prince- today.
• • •
Clothes That Can
especially for women—It helps na• • •
Pvt. Lyther Phelps, who was ton Hospital.
ture/ Also a grand stomachic tonic.
DayD.
Graham,
Thomas
directions.
label
Follow
Lt.
and
Take It . . .
Rice
Allen
Mrs.
and
Mr.
under treament for a gunshot
spent last weekend
LYDIA E.PINKHAM'S Mgr,
Rumsey Taylor, Jr., student at sons, Bob and Joe, Central City, ton, Ohio,
wound, was removed to the hosMr. and Mrs. W. T. Mitchell at the home of Mr. and Mrs. C.
pital at Camp Campbell last Georgia Tech, Atlanta, will arYes, you can get longer
week-end.
wear plus style for that little
rough-neck! See our top colMrs. Isabel Wathen, Marion, is
lection of sturdy togs here—
under treament for a fractured
all budget-low!
arm.
Boys Winner . . . All
The condition of Glenn Stallins
wool siuts in navy. Sizes
is satisfactory.
3 to 6.
Mrs. Henry Laughrie and baby
Deal snake ertra work for yourself trying l•OW*
were dismissed Tuesday.
your .11114 kitchen fat in too mall • esallkaboir.
The condition of Mrs. Laban
Sof •ft•CO•v•nient•ia•ti. •G‘•//.41.PON=
for all meat scraps and table scr•piasipe.
Kevil is unchanged.
Wander
this is ha, melt dow,n tkit contents end
Mrs. Freeman Henrey, PrinceIt,. kruid fat info•IS, nor for Ike mast dealer.
ton, is under treament for an infected hand.

Personals

We're All
Dressed Up
By Arnold's
TOT SHOP

i

Hospital News

miscellaneous shower was
by members of the FreBaptist Church for their
pastor, Rev. H. K. Langsat his home recently. Presere Mr. and Mrs. W. M.
; Mr. and Mrs. Al DaMrs. Albert Burnett;
and Mrs. John Rice; Mrs.
n Yandell; Mrs. C o y
e; Mr. and Mrs. Dave Boaz;
and Mrs. Walton Woodall;
Gus Traylor and daughAnn and Ada, Mr. and Mrs.
Boisture; Mr. and Mrs. L.
Jung; Miss Georgia Boaz;
and Mrs. L. Wadlington;
J. M. McCormick; Mr. and
Chas. Wilson; Mr. A. J.
ge; Mr. and Mrs. Chas.
Nell
Martha
oy; Miss
Miss Felta McDowell;
Rachel Turley; Mrs. Keith
Mr. and Mrs. William Richno; Rev. and Mrs. H. K.
ard Harper, Fredonia, Route 3,
Ion and children, Joeretta,
on the birth of a son, Michael
.1 and Allen.
Dean, August 5.

The Leader
Cngratulates

THE TOT SHOP

Fall Fashion Pre-View

FOR SALE

COATS and SUITS

•
0, • •

rain For Visitors:

Mr. and Mrs. Martin L. Herr,
and Mrs. Saul Pogrotsky Eagan street, on the birth of a
ained with a yard supper son, August 7. He has been
Monday night in honor of named Martin Raymond.
Itrs___Artiiur Larson,
o, and Capt. William
Mr. and Mrs. Lorn •Hunt,
y Boyd, Ft. Leavenworth, Princeton, Route 2, on the birth
Other guests were Misses of a daughter Ruby Nell, AuMagurean and Doris Bright gust 20.
Victr Tufford, Camp
73
Alencon is the southernmost'
.7
•
town of Normandy.
J J"`

Varmint Trace Road
— Priced Right —
Won't Last Long

John E. Young
Agent

slated for big Fall success. Fabrics, of course, are all wool.
Choose from Shetlands, fleece, meltons and gabardines
in all colors. Here you will find boy coats, chester-

"

fields and reefers... cardigan neckline suits and
tailored models.

e For Visitor
Martha Sevison enterwith a bridge party at
ome on Eddyville Road
y night in honor of her
, Miss Corinne Ewell,
ester, Tenn.
eat were Misses Suzanne
, Anna Garrett and Jean
Kol-n Ratliff, Gloria
, Martha Jane Lester, Patkering, Margaret Terry
Hopper, Sara
Helen
in. Mary Ellen Collier,
e Ewall and Martha Seviiss Jean Johnston, Mexias unable to attend.

Smooth simple, superbly tailored, the new Fall suits we are showing will be the backbone of your wardrobe from now on. Also
just unpacked are smart, new, untrimmed coats--that are

2195 to *6995

Prevue
of

Say! I'll Meet
You At. . .

TOT SHOP
THE
"Right-guy" clothes . . .
long on quality, looks, value!
Every one a super-style he'll
wear proudly! Best of all
. . . everything's economypriced.

Charming

CHARM STEPS

Hero Stuff—Sailor Suit
in sturdy fabrics—Sizes
3 to 8.
In Soft
black doe skin
or brown alligator

lar.4

,KIF
irVirSt

4ER'

POPULAR
In black or brown
baby calf skin
or black and brown
alligator

coM cRo

),DBu,
Do„
rbod

)iick

SCHOOL
BLOUSES

MOST COMFORTABLE

(1

Fall Styles
m
O
"

L.

— CRO
;
4/M
t PA 0,
•••.,..••C.
-

TA

Wardrobe favorites — crisp
blouses! Tops with skirts,
jumpers—choose from tailored, frilled styles. Numerous
styles to choose from.
SIZES 3 t0.6, and 7 4014

$5, $5.95 and $6.50
In black or brown
crushed kid

TOT SHOP
THE EXCLUSIVE LADIES' STORE
HOPKINSVILLE
ST ST TAME% TUT"

Hopkinsville

a
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Governor Names
Fish, Game Board

Duck Hunters Get
longer Season

•

Land Costing $8.50
An Acre Returns $59

On land bought three years
ago for $8.50 an acre, Gaston
Coke of Logan county produced
vetch this year which 'brought
him $59 per acre. Coke seeded
35 acres to rye-vetch mixture
and harvested 17 bushels to the
acre. When cleaned, there were
more than 12 bushels of rye
seed, and 182 pounds of vetch.
Farm Agent John R. Wadlington
reports that more than 16,000
pounds of vetch were harvested
year,
this
In Logan county
which will take care of covercrop needs there. The rye crop
broke recoilds, also, approximately 50,000 bushels being harvested.

To Our Many Friends

We want to express our thanks
and
and gratitude to our many
Children
ns; A,
for
neighbors
'th4
good
friends and
the sympathy and love they
Salad greens
ahuuld be
have shown us in the Lone of clean and
dry and 10104
our greatest loss, our citarly bea
thOTtooll:y
and driat
loved darling son, Eburnte A.
shaking
killed
reported
was
Ladd, who
in action 8th of July in Italy
May God's richest me-cg an 1 Everybody Read, The

(By The Associated Press)
. Frankfort.—Gov. Simeon Willis Saturday named five Republicans and four Democrats to
the Game and Fish Commission,
created by the 1944 General Assembly to function independently.
In a statement accompanying
the list of appointments, the
Governor pledged aid of all departments of the government to
the self-governed body. He said
One Year—Ed Ernest (D), of
that he felt the members semost
will "endeavor
lected
earnestly" to carry out the prodistrict.
gram.
Two Years—Dr. W. H. WashThe appointments:
of Beaver Dam, SecFdr four year terms—George burn, (D)
and Dr. H. M. BerLong, (Republican) of Benton, ond district,
Vanceburg, Eighth
of
(R)
tram,
(DemMiller,
B.
J.
district;
assault troops in an unidentified first
district.
GERMANS DISPLAY WHITE FLAG—Cornered by American
Fifth
wn,
from their hiding place to surrender, ocrat) of Williamsto
southern French town, east of Toulon, these Germans rush
Ont year—Ed Ernest (D), of
hands in air. (AP Wirephoto via district, and Errol F. Draffen
district, and E.
displaying a make-shift white flag, yelling "kame rad," and holding
(R) of Harrodsburg, Sixth dis- Louisville, Third
Signal Corps radio.)
H. Pohle, (D), of Horse Cave,
trict.
Three Year s—Dr. 0. W. Fourth district.
4-H Clubs To Have
beyond this season, unless crop
The new commission will meet
(R) of Pikeville,
Thompson
neit
makes
again
protection
select a
State Fair Exhibit
Seventh district, and W. G. Bu- soon to organize and
cessary.
Members of 4-H clubs will chanan, (R) of Corbin, Ninth director.
Open season on wild ducks,
have their usual exhibits of livegeese, brant, and coot are set
Roberts,
George
Prof.
By
and home products at the
stock
.close
will
and
for October 14
on January 1. The daily bag lim- Kentucky Experiment Station Kentucky State Fair at ChurThe most important practice chill Downs, Louisville, August
it for coot is 25; for sora 25;
and for other rails and galli- for preventing erosion and the 28-Sept. 4, it is announced by J.
nules, 15 in the aggregate of all loss of plant food by leaching W. Whithouse, state club leader.
Club boys and girls will exkinds.
is a vigorous vegetative cover.
hibit dairy cattle, sheep, pigs
The most important of these
Salmon was named "salmo" by crops is a grass-legume sod. All and poultry, and take part in
the Romans who took it from cultivated land should be seeded contests in judging livestock.
the Latin word meaning "to to a winter cover crop at the Forty counties have indicated
may have teams in the
leap."
earliest date possible within the they
contests.
time recommended for the va- judging
Other exhibits to be made by
rious regiions of the state. All
club members will be canned
lespedeza fields that do not have
baked foods, clothing and
grass with the lespedeza should and
furnishings.
be seeded to a winter cover crop. household
The 4-H'ers will be quartered
A good winter cover crop will
in tents.
pay a dividend on the investdifferthree
of
ment in any one
There are 2,000 Army libraries,
ent ways. (1) As fall, winter and
15,000,000 books are
in which
spring pasture; (2) in preventavailable.
ing erosion; (3) in preventing
One 354 acre tract, 4 miles South of Fredonia, one
the loss of plant food by leaching all plowing, planting and cultibrick dwelling, one 3 room frame dwelling, 2
room
7
gains pay so large a dividend vation on the contour.
barns, one 80x42, the other 50x40. The land in high
in the under-drainage waters.
Use the necessary fertilizers
state of cultivation. Well watered, good fences.
The combinatiion of all these as far as possible with all seed$18,500.00
that no one can afford to leave ings.
the land unprotected by a cover
Do not smooth sloping land
room
4
One
.
Princeton
156 acres, 6 miles East of
crop.
faster than it can be seded;
dwelling, 2 barns, three springs.
The most important mechan- otherwise a single rain may do
$4,000.00
ical practices for Kentucky soils serious damage to land so
A soldier has to line up for a lot of things but
in preventing erosion is contour smoothed.
42 acres, 51'2 miles Southeast of Princeton, near
A
furrow
seeding.
and
tillage
we don't like to see him wait too long for a Deng
Eddy Creek Church. New 4 room dwelling, and barn.
on a true contour is at right
call.
Distance
$2350.00
angles to the slope at all points.
you mind helping a little by saving
Would
A true contour furrow would
107 acres, one miles South of Fredonia on highseven to ten for the service men?
depth
to
from
the
same
water
hold
wires
the
way. Dwelling and barn, electricity.
for its entire length.
thousands of soldiers rush to
when
That's
$9,500.00
Grain crops and other cover
the camps and we'd like to
at
s
telephone
the
crops seeded on the contour not
5 acre tract on Marion highway, one mile from
give them first call on Long Distance.
only prevent erosion by holdcity limits, nice new modern dwelling, rock veenered,
ing back the water and ollowing
lights, water and furnace.
it to enter the soil but the ex$4,500.000
tra water thus absorbed by the
soil may mean the difference
8 acres, one mile W. of Kuttawa on the Doom's
IN
between a good and a poor win-d.- 5- room difellIng with basement, barn and out-a
—fo
ter cover when there is a shortbuildings.
age of rainfalL Where grass is
4004ame.m...4=444Amoomo.m4444•46
$1,400.00
seeded with a winter grain con3 acres, 2% miles North of Frances, near Church
tour seeding may mean a good
and School, one good dwelling, electricity, stable,
stand as against a failure if
garage and out buildings.
seeded with the slope.
See your county agent and
$1,700.00
soil conservation district tech114 acres, one mile North of Frances, in Crittennician for advice on establishden County on gravel road, 7 room dwelling, barn,
ing contour lines and what covgarage and out buildings, orchard, good fences.
er crops are best adapted to
$3,000.00
your conditions.
Leave no land uncovered and
do all seeding of winter crops
on the contour. Watch the land
through the winter and compare
contour seeding with seeding
Insurance and Real Estate
with the slope. Then next spring
have your mind made up to do
Kentucky
Phone 54
Princeton,

• Frankfort, Aug. 21.—Hunters in
Kentucky may shoot more waterfowl, over a longer period
this fall and winter under liberalized hunting regulations announced by the U. S. Fish and
Wildlife Srvice today by J. M.
Perkins, Director of the Kentucky Division of Game and
Fish.
The open season will be 80
days, 10 more than last year.
The general daily bag limit
for ducks remains at 10, but an
additional bag of five mallards,
widgeons and pintails, singly or
in the aggregate, is allowed.
Thus, if a hunter kills five or
more of these species in a day,
his bag limit on all ducks is 15.
The Fish and Wildlife Service,
which drew up the regulations,
refused to permit taking waterfowl by means of bait or with
the help of live decoys, as urged
by some hunters.
Dr. Ira N. Gabriolson, Fish
and Wildlife director, said the
more liberal regulations were
due to steady increase in the
continental migratory 'game
bird population. He said the increase in mallards, widgeons,
and pintails has been "notable,"
and since they are the species
which do most damage to crops
hunters will be allowed to shoot
more of them.
This is "purely a temporary
expedient" to help farmers, he
said, and will not be continued

i•kmatirigdallnittly24u,,,
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They are patient
about waiting

because those Long Distance calls mean so much
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TWICE AS SMART to insist on
Vitality Shoes, now that you de.
mend comfort with chic styling.
One pair of shoes to go every.
where... with any costume.
Come in for a try-on.
Vitality Op.., Road Slum for
Outdoor end CAposplu roar,
•
•.
•••••16.,

ever folde
says it
rotected f
ess it c
ver it is
fall and
as, avoc
'cal frui
at tern
F. or
et this co
des.

Exclusively at

Princeton Shoe C
"Fine Shoes—Fitted By X-Ray"

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia., Ky.

Sho
ng Inte
orn F

, someti
, makes
er used

Contour Sowing
Is Recommended

PROPERTY
FOR SALE

ay, Au

.0414101

SOUTHERA BELITELEPHORE ADD TELEGRAPH COMPRIN

Auction Sale
T. A. Bugg

C. A. Woodall

10 A M

We have a supply of used tubes, third

CARPAL!

grade tires, also assortment of used automobile
parts.
A 1933 Plymouth radiator and Grid all

WHAT

ready to put on different sizes of wheels. All

ate .14~

BLANFORD

kinds of tire repairs.

ela

1'

i

1/01 f

We do all kinds of mechanical work including fenders and body work. A good me-

offew ammo* wren*. opmilliew who
balloves
bulesalag all Modersiiin *be
halm swam*. 6.41 orrice.
Y•14

Fresh Supply Cup Grease, 10 and 25 lb. Pails

Tor peas

W Weal° °I

TOP

r.

9 Jersey Heifers 1 year old
8 Jersey Calves
2 Jersey Bulls 1 year-old
1 Spotted Poland-China Boar
2 sows, 15 pigs

1 Electric Cream Separator
2 wagons
3 Breaking Plows
2 Double Shovels
1 Orchard Harrow
1 Bull Tongue Plow
1 Sub Sailer
1 Twister
1 Deering Binder
1 Hay Rake
1 Land Roller

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

7 Hamilton Piano
1 "New Home" Sewing Machine
1 Leonard Refrigerator

1 Rotter Top Desk
Lot of Other Hotisehold Furniture

This year
to help
t longer.

Section Hcitrow
Hay Tedder
McCormick-Deering Mower
End Gate Lime Spreader
John Deer Sulkey Plow
Avery Disc Harrow
Wheat Drill
Corn Planter
Riding Cultivator
Walking Cultivator

M

wok cm-vts.

sof,LAMS

cArni,

tm41.41A0

ml
441

J. D. BUGG, Administrator
Col. Byrd Guess, Auctioneer

•

WI
Offa.

I

•

Guy,

t

.11.013L

,Turn orni.
SR. s,

Terms: Cash

Hopkinsville Street
Kentucky

IA

44Wash'
Magne
Acetyl
Get our
Ic

BLANFORD
BROTHERS

WILLIAMS GARAGE

Barbecue served at noon.

YOUR'

f the
tractor
an
It over

5 rfi 1 is I

wtis y.imr ii"

Princeton,

Fredonia Valley Bank Stock, 5
Shares
1 Six-year -old Mare Mule
17 Jersey Cows from 2 to 8 years
old

L. ALEX SLAMMED

chanic at all times.

AT CORNICK OIL CO.

istt

Saturday, Sept.2

A name
FOR GIRLS
to remember!
Discover its
2-way help*

NOTICE, CAR OWNERS!

Farm 1-2 Mile South of Fredonia
On Highway 93.

Other numbers in these dresses just as a ttractive.

Sula and Eliza Nall

LA
INS
•

rsday, August 24, 1944
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Shortages
ing Interest
Corn Fodder

Young Doves Are Banded By State

Invasion Commander

EDUCATOR FEELS FINE
NOW; THANKS RETONGA

Bluegrass Seed
Prices Higher

uns Like New!
Looks Like New!

The University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture says the
land of the State needs 1,561,813
tons of lime materials a year.
More than this amount was used
in 1941, but last year only 1,257,594 tons were spread, including
70,000 tons of marl. More than
half of the 13,212,628 acres of
croplands and plowable pasture needs lime.

Many Kentucky farmers are
finding trench silos., an inexpensive way of keeping feed.
Where the silos are dug and
filled accoYcling to methods prescribed by county agents or the
State College of Agriculture, the
results are usually good.
For one thing, the trench
should be made near the top of
a hill or on a slope where drainThe balliwasp is a lizard found
age is good. Also all surface wa- in Jamaica and Central America.
ter should be kept out, and a
good cover is important.
Trench silos are not difficult
to dig and cost little, and are
particularly valuable in a year
like this one, when the most
must be made of corn fodder,
Maj. Gen. Alexander M. Patch hay and straw. Farmers inter(above) commands the Allied ested in trench silos should see
force attacking southern France. their county agent or write to
the College of Agriculture, Lex(AP Wirephoto).
ington, for further information.
Has Priming Record
Phone 25
From 1875 to 1886 Japan had
Weston Foley, 14, 4-H club
Princeton. Ky.
earthquakes.
658
member in Russell county, is
out to break his own record of
last year when he primed 2,064
pounds from his tobacco. For saving the yellow bottom leaves
which are often disregarded, he
received an average of $55 per
100 pounds.

Frankfort, Aug. 22.—Doves of
nest age are being banded by
conservation officers of the Di,gh prices and scarcity of
creating invision of Game and Fish, upon
and straw are
use of corn fodrequest of the U. S. Fish and
st in better
according to inquiries reWildlife Service, J. M. Perkins,
director, has announced.
ed by the Kentucky College
Leg bands were sent to the
griculture.
officers by Frank Phipps, supt.
rn, after ears have been
of wardens, with instructions
ecl sometimes called corn
to band young doves in the
a good feed,
nest where the birds are pracr, makes
tically ready to fly. They were
ther used whole, chopped,
told to make a record of the
edded, says the college.
number stamped on the band;
most places the corn is
approximate age of the dove,
shocked, the ears husked
and the county and locality
band, and the fodder fed
where banded. This information
is to be sent back to the divisa husker-shredder can be
ion office in Frankfort, where
the corn can be husked and
it will be kept until reports bestalks shredc : 9„11--in one
gin to come in on where these
don. This operation ye- YANKS FILL SKIES WITH PARATROOPERS OVER FRANCE—Hundreds of parachutes float
banded birds are killed by huna criw of men and in- earthward from a flight of more than 17 big C-47 transport planes as paratroopers are landed beters.
feed.
the
of
cost
the
hind German coastal defenses during the opening of the invasion of southern france. (AP WirePhipps asks all hunters to
, corn fodder may be shred- photo via Signal Corps Radio.
co-operate in this project as
with an ensilage cutter
the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Serthe straight
pecl with
vice is iinxious to learn how far
bars.
Shredshredder
and
the doves migrate; where they
cylthe
from
made
may be
are killed, and how. Any hunter
rs and concaves of an old
killing a dove in Kentucky with
ing machine. It is not ada leg band on it, is requested to
e to use a new threshing
By Barbara Ware
stant patrol by heavily armed 20, of Altadena, Cal., came over send that band to the Division
Thirteen million Americans
ne or combine to shred
to join the British WAAFs in of Game and Fish, Frankfort, share in producing cotten texmilitary police.
Associated
Press
Features
is
there
Where
fodder.
I talked to new arrivals rest- 1943 and transferred this May. Ky., with the information as to tiles.
Headquarters Forward Echelon
h power, some farmers use
She works for the Services of where it was killed; date when
Normandy—Telphones here will ing after an exciting trip. Their
mer mills.
killed, and whether it was killed wildife authorities great deal in
traffic officer, Lt. Olive H. Du- Supply.
rn stover made into ensil- soon be buzzing. Thirty topmovePfc. Joan Sissons, of Los An- by hunter or found dead. Coop- determining migration
gan, of St. Louis, Mo., previous
silo,
trench
a
in
notch
kept
WAC
switchboard
operabe
ran
ly worked ten years with the geles, wno was living in Eng- eration in this matter will help ments of the doves.
colthe
tors
conditions,
to
flown
a
week
England
r proper
land with her mother, was a
Bell Telephone Company
says. Water must be ad- after D-Day have landed in Norwith
the
Sgt. Ruby M. O'Neal, of Mt. dental technician
to cause proper formenta- mandy to work for the Signal
before
Corps at Forward Echelon Head- Pleasant, Tex., cleaning up the WAAF for three years
WAC apple orchard, told me transferring this year to the
wever folder is handled, the quarters.
she
wasn't sorry to get away WAC. Both say their old comThey
the
that
important
WAC
found
area
is
it
ge says
the London buzzbombs, ex- rades are green with envy.
from
weather,
the
headquarters already full of
protected from
Suffered Severely From Poor
unless it can be stored un- home comforts fixed up by the plaining:
"We reached England the &Ay
Appetite, Gassy Stomach,
cover it is better to feed it first WAC detachment which
seems
it
and
they
started
Nervousness And Sluggish
landed on Bastille Day, comfall and early winter.
Elimination For Years,
manded by Capt. Isabel Kane, peaceful here."
Like the first WAC detachStates Mr. Hayes. Tells
anas, avocadoes and 0th- of Tacoma, Washington. Since
About His Case.
apical fruits suffer from Gen. Eilenhower has established ment, the girls had a tremenall
More of the 1944 Kentucky
"I am taking several bottles of
ng -at temperatures of 40 headquarters in Normandy, of- dous welcome from G. I.'s
along the route. Arriving in the bluegrass seed had been sold by Retonga to friends in California,
ees F. or below so should ficers and enlisted personnel, inarea tired and growers up to July 25 than for the relief it gave me is almost
concentration
briefly.
living
only
tents
are
in
cold
cluding
WACs,
this
pt
in a camouflaged area under con- hungry, they lined up for chow. usual. By that date about 87 belief," declares Mr. J. S. Hayes,
Dlades.
Everything was quiet until the percent had left the hands of before his recent retirement,
first WAC stepped into the growers, compared with 80 per- taught school for thirty-nine
mess tent—Pvt. Gwendolyn cent last year and also 80 per- years, the last ten as principal
Meeker, of Tampa, Fla.—when cent for the 5-year (1938-42) av- of the Training School at Tallthe boys started up the band, erage on July 15.
ulah, La. He is an active MethMr. J. S. Hayes
playing "Mr. Five by Five" as
Prices to growers were about odist and Mason of forty years
"Retonga promptly brought
a surprise.
$1.05 a bushel (14 pounds) for standing.
"For about five years my appe- the relief I needed. The distress
"They played again when we cured seed in Kentucky and
were drilling the next morning,' $1.72 in the Western District, tite was very poor," continued from gas, constipation and insaid Cpl. Laura L. Carson, of comprising Missouri, Iowa, Ne- Mr. Hayes, "and my stomach digestion were soon relieved,
Chicopee Falls, Mass. Laura, braska, Kansas, Minnesota, the stayed so full of gas it was diffi- and I began to eat, sleep, and
cult to breathe at times. I felt so
who speaks fluent French, had Dakotas, Wisconsiin, and
and uncomfortable that feel like a different person. I feel
an especially good time, for not
The weighted average for nervous
nights I hardly slept a like I could make a trip around
many
a
$1.66
was
the
only the G. l's but also all
the United States
wink. Constipation and swim- the world. Retonga is far ahead
French people she has taken bushel, compared with $1.25 in
ming headaches kept me taking of any medicine I ever tried.
to have told her how glad they 1943 and the mid-July average
Retonga is intended to relieve
powerful laxative. I felt so bad I
are to see American girls in of 76 cents.
was afraid to make a trip to distress due to loss of appetite,
Quality of the seed this year California I had long planned. Vitamin B-1 deficiency and conFrance. She has been kept busy
translating for the other girls.
is somewhat better than fairly Medicines and treaments, some stipation. Accept no substitute.
"This seems very luxurious good, and is superior to that of long and expensive, did me no Retonga may be obtained at
Pepsi-Cola Company, Long Island City, N. F.
here," said Pvt. Helen L Braun, the 1943 crop, which was only good.
Dawson's Drug Store.—adv.
hised Bottler: Pepsi Cola Hopkinsville Bottling Company
of St. Louis. "We slept or. tle fair.
floor of the officers' lounge on
Brown or white eggs are
the ship. After we landed we
slept on the beach—and slept equally good in flavor. Freshwonderfully."
ness rather than color is of far
Sunburned, tired but happy, greater importance when seten more WAC's attached to the lecting eggs.
headquarters of the Forward
Comfort Wearing
Echelon arrived at camp at 4 More
a. m., accompanied oy Maj.
FALSE TEETH
Frances S. Cornick, of Norfolk, Here is a pleasant way to overVa., assistant WAC staff direc- come loose plate discomfort. FAStor in the European Theatc:ot TEETH, an improved powder,
lower
The girls will do clerical work sprinkled on upper and
firmer so that
mostly. Three are cooks: T-5 Jes- plates holds them
feeel more comfortable. No
sie P. Wells, Texarkana, Tex., they
gummy, gooey, pasty taste or
T-4 Orpha M. Powell, Hart, Tex., feeling. It's alkaline (non-acid).
and Sgt. Evalyne McDine, East Does not sour. Cheeks "plate
McKeesport, Pa.
odor" (denture breath). Get
Two of the youngest WACs FASTEETH today at any drug
are veterans, Pvt. Mavis Hill, store.

Girls Find France 'Peaceful'
After Buzzbombs Of London

Land Needs Lime

Feed Keeps Well
In Trench Silos

DEPENDABLE
INSURANCE

John E. Young, Agt

Radio
Repair

BRING YOUR RADIO TROUBLES TO ME. I AM
AN EXPERIENCED MECHANIC IN RADIO REPAIR.
I have a good supply of parts that are
very scarce during this war-time situation.
These parts are hard to obtain. I also have a
variety of tubes that may fit your radio.
You are cordially invited to come in and
bring your radio for repairs—prices on parts
and labor reasonable.
lOCATED IN THE OLD LEADER BUILDING
108 Market St.

Cornwell Radio
Service
.

Phone 493

Princeton, Ky

ATTENTION
Hog Growers

-••••,••••••••••••111M.M,........•

Before You Leave On

When We Overhaul
Your Tractor

YOUR VACATION
You should make it a point to check your insurance carefully, having regard to the follow-

This year, you've tot a double job--producing more
ood to help win the war and to make your equipment
t longer. To assure continuous good performance
"bem your John Deere Tractor, let us give it a
en-season" check-over ... grind the valves ... adtappets, brakes, bearings, and all parts that are
..
clean the carburetor and cooling system .
paint
and
.
..
up
ye the engine a thorough tuning
like
091' tractor, if you like. It will come back running
to
like
We'd
work.
el! • .. and ready for more hard
it over with you sometime soon!

1. Have you enough Fire Insurance on your
house-or furniture?
Do you require a vacancy permit on
2.
your house or furniture?
3. Is your automobile fully covered by insurance?
4. Have you an accident policy?

All makes et cars and trucks
Washing machine motors

5.

Service Insurance
Agency

nic of lead.

LAUDE ROBINSON
PHONE 127.J

S. Hurrison St.
Princeton,

gentnucky
I•

HOGS WEIGHING 160 to 240 LBS.
HOGS WEIGHING 240 LBS. AND UP

_______$14.45
______ $13.70
$14.10
$13.70

The ceiling price for this territory was originally set at, $54.35. We contacted. the
OPA in Washington and with the cooperation of Senator Barkley, Represintotive
Gregory of Kentucky and Representative Gore of Tennessee, we got the ceiling raised
to $14.45, a gain of 10c per hundred for the hogs of all feeders in this territory.
- OUR MOTTO: More net money to the fqrm er for his livestock.

Have you a Burglary policy?
We solicit your business

Magneto repair
Acetylene welding
and
Get our prices before you buy on bale ties

REPORT OF HOG PRICES AT OUR SALE FRIDAY

HOGS WEIGHING 120 TO 160 LBS.
SOWS WEIGHING 250 TO 550 LBS.

ing points:

We Repair:

PKINSVILLE ROAD
neeton,

The ceiling price on all hogs sold in Caldwell County regardless of quality weighing
240 pounds or less is $14.45 per hundred.On hogs weighing 240 pounds regardless
of kind or quality, the ceiling is $13.70 per hundred.

Phone 490

Pigs weighing less than 140 pounds and sold to be fed for one month or longer,
and hogs sold for breeding purposes and 4-H Club hogs, are not subject to the ceiling
prices.

PRINCETON LIVESTOCK COMPANY
DION ORDWAY, Mgr.

Tel. 485

Kentucky
4

Mt. Steven Bennett, Marion,
is visiting friends here. She has
recently returned from Detroit,

CLASSIFIED ADS
PERMANENT WAVE, 59cl Do
your own Permanent with
Charm-Kurl Kit. Complete
equipment, including 40 curlers and shampoo. Easy to do,
absolutey harmless. Praised
by thousands including Fay
McKenzie, glamorous movie
star. Money refunded II not
j27-s28
satisfied.
DAWSON'S DRUG STORE.

Council Hears Charges
Of Bootlegging Ring Alleged Operating
Near City Hall
At Monday night's session of
City Council, a proposal to have
:Princeton designated as a location for one of five State hospitals for treatment of tuberculosis received favorable consideration.
A recently enacted Sta.te law
provides for the establishment
of such hospitals and Mayor
Cash said he had information
that the hospital to be constructed in this district would probably be of 150-bed capacity and
that Princeton had an excellent
chance, provided sentiment was
favorable. Councilmen Blackburn, Hammonds, Lacey and
Morgan attended the session.
Mayor Cash reported the trustees of the Coon Library had
provided for extension of library
facilities to Negroes by procuring a room at the Negro school
building. To equip the room
with proper shelving a priority
ruling is necessary for lumber,
for which application will be
made. A recently enacted State
law requires library trustees to
extend library facilities to Negroes.
A letter was read containing
charges of the existence of a
bootlegging ring doing business
near the City Hall and on the
Dawson Road. The letter was
placed in the hands of the police for investigation and action.
The Street Department was

FOR SALE-Six tracts of land
all in Lyon county, about ,5
miles from Eddyville. 'Tract
No. 1 consists of 210 acres;
tract No. 2, 100 acres; tract 3,
104 acres; tract 4, 126 acres;
tract 5, 90 acres, and tract 6,
85 acres. Interested parties
will contact G. W. Holland,
a10-2t
Eddyville, Ky.

SECURITY TALKS OPEN AT DUMBARTON OAKS-American, British and Russian delegations take their places around
the conference table-at Dunibarton Oaks, Washington, D. C.,
for opening of historic postwar security talks. At head table
(top) are (L to R) Sir Alexander Cadogan, British delegation
Is Aerial Gunner
Livestock Market Was
Corporal N. Y. Brandon,
Stronger
Here Monday
Princeton, was among graduates
The market was 25 cents or
Harlington
in aerial gunnery at
more higher on all offerings
Army Air Field, Texas, recently.
Monday, compared
with last
Everybody Reads The Leader week's sales on the Princeton
Livestock market, it was redirected to cut weeds and clear
ported by Dugan Ordway, manarubbish in various sections, esger. Total sold was 1,039 head.
pecially around the High School
stadium and in low places likely Baby beeves topped at $15; No.
1 \reels at $14.80 and hogs at
to produce breeding places fo
$14.45.
Nearly all hogs sold at
mosquitoes.
ceiling prices.

chairman; the Earl of Halifax, British ambassador to U. S.;
Secretary of State Cordell Hull, who opened conference; Russian Ambassador Andrew Gromyko, Russian delegation chairman; Edward R. Stettinius, under-secretary of state and U. S.
delegation chairman. Newsmen are grouped around room.

Two Hurt When Truck,
Car Crash On Highway

James George, Fredonia, is in
the Princeton Hospital recovering from injuries received when
a car he was driving on the
Dawson Springs Highway collided with a truck driven by
George Freeman, Eddy Creek,
late in the afternoon of August
16. Freeman also was taken to
the hospital but was dismissed
Friday. Damage to the vehicles
was slight, Highway Patrolman
John Yandell said. Young George
is believed to have suffered a
In Appreciation
I want to express my appre- fractured skull and broken jaw.
ciation for the kindness and co- Freeman was treated for minor
operation shown me during the cuts and bruises.
7 years I have' served at the
Princeton Hospital. Especially Dr. Crittenden Lowry
do I appreciate the cooperation
Returns To Vanderbilt
of the doctors and nurses
Dr. Crittenden Lowry rehave worked with. The friends turned
to Vanderbilt University
I have made in Princeton and Hospital Saturday where he
surrounding community will re- will complete his internship in
main among my most valued surgery, October 1.
assets.
Dr. Lowry, who was commis-

Administrator's Notice
All persons knowing themselves to be indebted to the estate of T. A. Bugg, deceased
will please come forward and
pay their accounts at once; and
all persons having claims against
the said estate will present
same for payment within 60
days of this notice.
J. D. Bugg,
Administrator. a24-3t

For 3-year-olds and upward at Six Furlongs
Racing continues through Labor Day Sept. 4

Daily Double Operates on Second
Races

rr

DEAD STOCK - HORSES, MULES
COWS, HOGS AND SHEEP
Your dead stock is needed for grease to
make explosives.
We render grease to help defeat the Axis.
We remove promptly and free of charge.
Do your part by calling.

sioned a First Lt., in Army
Medical School last year, recently received notice that upon
request of the Surgery Department of Vanderbilt University
Hospital, he has been deferred
by the War Department from active military service for a period of nine months, during which
he will continue at Vanderbilt
Hospital as Assistant resident
surgeon.

Five Blue Stamps To
Become Valid Sept. 1

Five more blue stamps, worth
ten points each, will become valid for buying processed foods
To The Holders of Elks Home, September 1. They are G5, H5,
Incorporated, Princeton, Ken- J5, 1(5, and L5 and will be good
tucky, Second Mortgage 5% indefinitely.
Bonds dated October 1, 1928, Due
October 1, 1948:
Persuant to instructions of
the Trustees of the Elks Home,
Inc., the following Second Mortgage Bonds have been called for
payment on October 1, 1944:
Numbers 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,
15, 16, -17, 18, 19, 20, 25, 32, 45,
48, 51, 52, 75, 76, 93, 94, 95, 100,
102, 119, 120, 131, 134, and 135.
Interest on the above numbered bonds ceases on that date.
Please present for payment
promptly.

Editor Is Chosen
Demo. Chairman
Harry L. Waterfield
Named Campaign
Head

FOR SALE-One extra nice
BED ROOM SUITE, like new,
Innerspring mattress, heavy
interwoven spring 4-poster
bed, large chest of drawers
and extra fine large dresser,
pre-war make. Also nice dining table. Lots of beds of all
kinds. Other furniture. Clothing and Men's suits, shoes. Every kind of stove, Heatrolas,
heating and cooking. 1 good
Pontiac Auto, Desoto auto, 1
Graham auto. All in good condition, with tires. Almost anything in the used line. Nothing
but bargains. J. F. MORGAN.
a10-4t

Exclusively yours

FOR SALE-C. P. Gresham's
farm. Located on Route 3,
143
Princeton.

WIcarson

Modern Home
At 506 South Jefferson Street,
compartively new, FOR SALE.
Five Rooms on first floor,three
rooms partially finished on the
second floor; framing completed
ready for laths and plaster; floor
and stairway completed; some
$300.00 should
complete the
second floor.
Easily converted into a modern
double apartment; reasonable
rent for the first floor $40.00 per
month; second floor $30.00 per 0
month.
People here making money are 0
looking daily for this sort of an 0
apartment.
This income would very much
more than pay for the price we
are offering this property in ten
years.
We are going to sell. May sell
within a week.
Your bid will be received and
held in confidence.
The occupant has signed statement to vacate on August 31st,
1944.
Call 67, or 107. R. W. Lisbany.

The current year's city taxes are now
and all taxes remaining unpaid after Novem
1, 1944, are subject to a penalty.
Water accounts become due on the
day of each succeeding month, and if un
after the 18th of month, are subject to a pe
Cemetery upkeep taxes become due
first of each July, also all special assess
for street or other improvements. Save by
ing before the penalty is applied.

1,402 E. Bonds Bought
In 5th War Loan Here

$322,000. Quota for the month of
August is $24,000, the chairman
Dr. C. F. Engelhardt, War
said.
Bond chairman for Caldwell
county, received a report from
State headquarters this week
advising him
that
1,402 E
bonds were purchased by citizens here during the recent
Fifth War Loan campaign and
that the county's final total
New pack. Healthy and
was $507,913. The quota was

Webster's Fancy Tomato Juice
delicious, especially whet' chilled. No. 2, 18 oz,
can 10c

MASON FRUIT JARS
Everything complete

pints, doz. 55c quarts, doz
/
1
2 gallons, doz 89c
ruwuercu

Skinner's

SUGAR

Princeton, Kentucky
TRUSTEE

Staying, neater, smoother,
flatter.
Seldom needing time to
press!

Louisville-Harry Lee
Waterfield, Clinton newspaper publisher and speaker of the State
House of Representatives, has
been named Kentucky Democratic campaign manager for the general election.
Waterfield was selected at a
meeting of the State Democratic Central Committee which was
followed by a luncheon attended
by Senator Barkley (D-Ky.) and
other party leaders .
Committee Chairman J. Lyter
Donaldson, Carrollton, said selection of a campaign manager was
the only business of the meeting.
Waterfield, a publisher has served in the Kentucky House since
1937 and was speaker of the
House during the last General
Assembly. He was campaign
manager for.Ben Kilgore in the
1943 gubernatorial primary and
publicity director that year for
Donaldson, Democratic nominee,
who was defeated by Governor
in World War I was 11.9 per cent
Willis.
In 1943, it was 7.7per cent of
gross receipts.

Designed for a
Fashion future

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

TRIKSKJETs your Firstiald for glans
our,
WOrn three ways, or even four,
Sellt-ropleating on your hanger
Or roiled up in your purse or
drawerr.
ID trim tocked.gores to flatter
&eery line you want tomes,...

1 lb. pkg. 8ft

delicious on sliced peaches and other fruits.

RAISIN BRAN
Hershey's Breakfast

COCOA
Farm Brand Assorted

Figure-flattering,' accessory.
loving classics of kitten-soft
wool-and-rayon jerseys and
novelty weaves in lively
tones. Etched with bright
embroidery or felt appliques,
softly tucked and shirred as
fashion demands. 12-20.

Kentucky Rendering Works
Telephone: Morganfield 239 or
Uniontown 55
. COLLECTORS OF WASTE GREASE

qt.

Nanncy Lee

TURNIP GREENS

Corona Dry
IS NOT SHORT, YET
KILLS ALL THE WORMS
DOES NOT BURN THE PLANTS

4 LBS. FOR 65c

HOLLOWELL'S
rheas 1

jar

No. 2 can

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
It's AMERICA'S
MOST WIDELY-USED

HOUSE PAINT!
1;enntu e(;)g=rk;
114
41.)
Three
_•__
scummy.
...Combine aM threes
Willa the beisToriiiiid'i*nia.
SWPI

SHARWIN-WILLIAMS
$3.15
Per Gal. In

GRIMES GOLDEN APPLES, splendid for eating or cooking
bushel $3.99
Fancy, U.S. No. 1 quality

POTATOES
Fancy Elberta's
-

PEACHES

Sun Kist

lb. 5c; 10 lbs. 49(
.89

lb. 10c; bUshel-4,

Hammy Halls or Porta Ricas

SWEET POTATOES
A

1

LEMONS
Solid heads,

LETTUCE, 5 doz.
Posey County-

lb. RNWATERMELONS

Fresh fruit, fresh vegetables, fresh meats. More for your Money all the tillie•

